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Broadband Provider Iskon 
Depends on RioRey  

Economy, simplicity, and precision 
distinguish RioRey’s DDoS solution 

 

The Customer: Iskon 
Based in Zagreb, next-generation broadband provider Iskon is a wholly owned and 
independently operated subsidiary of Hrvatski Telecom (T-HT Group), the leading 
provider of telecommunications services in Croatia. Iskon 
delivers Internet, voice, and IPTV services throughout Croatia 
over its IP/Ethernet network and a variety of last-mile 
transport technologies. Iskon was the first communications 
provider in Croatia to offer live TV service on mobile devices 
and is the official Internet provider of the Croatian Football 
Federation. In addition to its extensive residential business, 
Iskon also serves a large base of small-to-medium enterprise customers and prides 
itself on improving business efficiency and accessibility for its users.  

The Problem:   
DDoS Attacks More Frequent and Sophisticated 
Recognized for its service quality and close customer relationships, Iskon had 
plenty of reason for concern when, over the course of a year, its broadband and 
business customers became the target of more frequent, more intense, and more 
sophisticated volumetric DDoS attacks. Regularly exceeding 10 Gbps, the attacks 
were saturating network connections and rendering customer services either 
unavailable or significantly compromised.  

Up to that point, Iskon had relied on an in-house DDoS solution, which analyzed 
NetFlow data collected from various Internet aggregation points in the network. 
Based on predefined thresholds, the solution would trigger an email or text alert or 
apply certain access control list (ACL) countermeasures. The in-house system, 
however, required frequent manual intervention, making for lengthy mitigation 
times; it too often failed to distinguish legitimate traffic from attack traffic; and it 
had difficulty keeping pace with the increasing occurrence and sophistication of the 
DDoS attacks hitting Iskon’s customers and infrastructure. It was time “to address 
the attacks more closely and more professionally,” explains Neven Petrlik, Team 
Leader of Network Services for Iskon Internet. “Our main goal was to be able to 
professionally protect our customers and also our network infrastructure.” 

 

 “The most important 
thing we required from a 
partner / solution was 
the ability to perform 
DDoS detection with 
near zero false positives 
and to surgically 
pinpoint the malicious 
traffic and cut it out 
without impacting our 
customers and 
network…. Since 
installation of the 
RioRey appliance, we 
have observed zero 
false positives, reducing 
staff workload on 
administration to a 
minimum.” 

 

Neven Petr l ik,   
Team Leader of Network Services, 
Department of Network Planning, 
Management & Supervision,      
Iskon Internet   
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lskon surveyed the market for a commercial DDoS detection and mitigation 
solution. The provider was open to different deployment models (e.g., inline or off-
ramp, integrated system or discrete functional components), as long as the 
solution met its specific technical requirements. Of utmost importance, however, 
was the need for the solution to rapidly and precisely isolate DDoS attacks, with 
near zero false positives and zero impact on its network or legitimate users. 
Deployment ease and seamlessness were also priorities as the provider 
integrated the system into its live network. 

The RioRey Solution:  
Comprehensive DDoS Defense Made Simple 
After an initial review of available solutions, Iskon narrowed the field to RioRey 
and one other leading DDoS mitigation vendor, ultimately performing detailed 
side-by-side evaluations and testing of both. RioRey came out on top. RioRey not 
only met Iskon’s technical requirements; it proved the more economical solution, 
both for the provider’s initial deployment and for its future growth. RioRey also 
gave Iskon the ease and speed of deployment it needed. “[With RioRey] in less 
time we could deploy a fully operational and, of course, stable service,” Petrlik 
explains. 

RioRey’s DDoS solution is an analytics-driven, multi-layer detection and mitigation 
appliance designed to address automatically the full spectrum of DDoS threats, 
from massive floods to Layer 7 “surgical” attacks. Unlike systems that rely on 
traffic base-lining and metadata as the basis for DDoS detection, the RioRey 
appliance utilizes a rich set of detection and mitigation algorithms based on 
RioRey’s comprehensive taxonomy of known DDoS attack classes. In this way the 
RioRey device can immediately and systematically analyze monitored traffic flows 
against known attack techniques and traffic behaviors for given protocols, filtering 
attacks with precision without compromising legitimate traffic. Easy to deploy and 
manage, RioRey solutions arm network operators with affordable, comprehensive, 
automated DDoS protection. 

The Results 
Iskon initially deployed two RioRey RS30 appliances at the edge of its network, 
centrally managed by RioRey’s intuitive rWeb  interface. The deployment was fast 
and problem-free, earning RioRey “five stars for the ease of deployment,” Petrlik 
says. Iskon’s network services team saw immediate improvements in DDoS attack 
detection and mitigation times. The RioRey device isolates and mitigates attacks 
in less than two minutes, markedly faster than the provider’s in-house solution. 
Equally important has been the precision with which RioRey protects Iskon’s 
network and customers. In the months since deployment, Iskon has observed no 
false positives in RioRey’s attack detection — a critical statistic given the 
provider’s mandate to protect legitimate users. As a result of RioRey’s precision 
and automation, Iskon’s attack-related workload has dropped to a minimum. And 
with RioRey’s software-defined mitigation approach, Iskon will be able to scale its 
DDoS defense easily and affordably as its network and needs evolve.  
    

“The most important 
improvement we saw,  
and benefited from 
immediately, is detection 
and mitigation time, 
which totaled less two 
minutes.” 
 
Neven Petr l ik,   
Team Leader of Network Services, 
Iskon Internet  


